Abstract

Body surface potential mapping (BSPM) is used to detect real diagnostic information about the myocardium state more than the standard 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). The present research introduces a practical solution for recording body surface potential maps using the standard 12-lead ECG with different positions. It is called pseudo BSPM where all channels were not read out simultaneously. It is based on the assumption that heart beat body surface potential mapping (BSPM) is used to detect real diagnostic information about the myocardium state more than standard 12-lead electrocardiography (ECG). Pseudo BSPM pattern is not changed considerably during the whole measurement session. Body surface potential mapping was applied to normal and abnormal persons suffering from coronary heart diseases (CHD). We detect QRS complexes using filter banks and consequently build up a cardiac map using 3D wavelet transform. Our results for the cardiac map demonstrate the changes that occur for the cardiac electrical activity which represents the patient case in color degradation patterns.
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